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Abstract

Both autism and schizophrenia feature deficits in aspects of social cognition that may be related to amygdala dysfunction, but it is unclear whether these are similar or different patterns of impairment. We compared the visual scanning patterns and emotion judgments of individuals with autism, individuals with schizophrenia and controls on a task well characterized with respect to amygdala functioning. On this task, eye movements of participants are recorded as they assess emotional content within a series of complex social scenes where faces are either included or digitally erased. Results indicated marked abnormalities in visual scanning for both disorders. Controls increased their gaze on face regions when faces were present to a significantly greater degree than both the autism or schizophrenia groups. While the control and the schizophrenia groups oriented to face regions faster when faces were present compared to when they were absent, the autism group oriented at the same rate in both conditions. The schizophrenia group, meanwhile, exhibited a delay in orienting to face regions across both conditions, although whether antipsychotic medication contributed to this effect is unclear.

These findings suggest that while processing emotional information in social scenes, both individuals with autism and individuals with schizophrenia fixate faces less than controls, although only those with autism fail to orient to faces more rapidly based on the presence of facial information. Autism and schizophrenia may therefore share an abnormality in utilizing facial information for assessing emotional content in social scenes, but differ in the ability to seek out socially relevant cues from complex stimuli. Impairments in social orienting are discussed within the context of evidence suggesting the role of the amygdala in orienting to emotionally meaningful information.
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Both autism and schizophrenia are characterized in part by pervasive social dysfunction that impairs the ability to initiate and maintain reciprocal interaction (DSM-IV; APA, 1994). In recent years, a great deal of attention has been devoted to uncovering specific deficits in social cognition that may contribute to this impairment. The term social cognition generally refers to the perception, processing and interpretation of information related to social interaction (Brothers, 1990). A range of social cognitive deficits have been reported for both autism and schizophrenia (Abdi & Sharma, 2004; Pelphrey, Adolphs, & Morris, 2005; Pinkham, Penn, Perkins, & Lieberman, 2003), particularly in theory of mind (Baron-Cohen, 1995; Corcoran, 2001; Yirmiya, Erel, Shaked, & Solomonica-Levi, 1998), facial affect recognition (Celani, Battacchi, & Arcidiacono, 1999; Kohler & Brennan, 2004), and the perception of social cues (Archer, Hay, & Young, 1994; Klin, Jones, Schultz, Volkmar, & Cohen, 2002a). Although reports of these impairments are often remarkably similar for both disorders, they have typically been investigated independently with little attempt to compare the groups. To this point, only three studies have contrasted social cognitive functioning in schizophrenia and autism: two reported similar impairments in autism and schizophrenia on varying measures of theory of mind (Craig, Hatton, Craig, & Bentall, 2004; Pilowsky, Yirmiya, Arbelle, & Mozes, 2000), while a
third found evidence for greater impairment in autism than schizophrenia for facial affect recognition (Bolte & Poustka, 2003).

Investigations aimed at characterizing the neural correlates of social cognitive dysfunction in autism and schizophrenia also tend to occur in parallel and without direct comparison, despite overlap in the neural structures that are implicated in both disorders. These studies have largely focused on a network of four areas: the fusiform gyrus, the superior temporal sulcus, the medial prefrontal cortex and the amygdala. The fusiform gyrus is implicated in face processing and identity recognition (Kanwisher, McDermott, & Chun, 1997; Puce, Allison, Gore, & McCarthy, 1995) and has been reported to be functionally abnormal in both autism (Pierce, Muller, Ambrose, Allen, & Courchesne, 2001; Schultz et al., 2000) and schizophrenia (Quintana, Wong, Ortiz-Portillo, Marder, & Mazziotta, 2003; Streit et al., 2001), although recent findings have challenged these assertions (Hadjikhani et al., 2004; Hempel, Hempel, Schonknecht, Stippich, & Schroder, 2003). The posterior superior temporal sulcus is involved in the detection of gaze shifts, dynamic changes of the face and biological motion (Haxby, Hoffmann, & Gobbini, 2000; Pelphrey, Viola, & McCarthy, 2004), and while individuals with autism exhibit hypervigilance in this area relative to controls (Castelli, Frith, Happe, & Frith, 2002; Pierce et al., 2001), individuals with schizophrenia have been reported to demonstrate normal functioning in this region (Brunet, Sarfati, Hardy-Bayle, & Decety, 2003). The medial prefrontal cortex, which is implicated in theory of mind functioning and processing the mental states of others (Castelli, Happe, Frith, & Frith, 2000; McCabe, Houser, Ryan, Smith, & Trouard, 2001), has been shown to function abnormally in both autism (Baron-Cohen et al., 1994; Happe et al., 1996) and schizophrenia (Russell et al., 2000).

Finally, the amygdala, a neural region that has been a primary focus of investigations regarding social cognitive impairments in autism and schizophrenia, has been identified as a critical structure for threat detection, social appraisal, and the recognition of affect, particularly negative emotions such as fear (Adolphs, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1995; reviews, see Adolphs, 2001; Amaral, 2003; Green & Phillips, 2004). Structurally, the amygdala has been reported to be small in schizophrenia (Joyal et al., 2003; Nelson, Saykin, Flashman, & Riordan, 1998; Wright et al., 2000) and increased in volume in autism, although some studies find no differences in volume (for a review, see Brambilla et al., 2003). Functionally, a number of fMRI studies demonstrate decreased amygdala activation in both disorders in response to emotionally laden stimuli (Baron-Cohen et al., 1999; Critchley et al., 2000; Taylor, Liberzon, Decker, & Koepp, 2002). Behavioral evidence is further suggestive of abnormal amygdala involvement in autism and schizophrenia, as subjects of both disorders have been shown to be impaired in the making of complex social judgments (Adolphs, Sears, & Piven, 2001; Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, & Jolliffe, 1997; Craig et al., 2004; Oguz, Rita, Miklosne, Szabolcs, & Zoltan, 2003) and in the recognition of negative affect, particularly fear (Capps, Yirmiya, & Sigman, 1992; Evangelis & Broks, 2000; Kohler et al., 2003; Pelphrey et al., 2002).

Taken together, these findings suggest that amygdala dysfunction may contribute to the similar behavioral impairments exhibited by individuals with schizophrenia and autism in emotional and social processing. However, to date, no study has attempted to compare the social cognitive performance of individuals with schizophrenia to individuals with autism on a task that is well characterized with respect to amygdala functioning. Furthermore, although both autism and schizophrenia share great overlap in social cognitive dysfunction, little is known concerning the specific mechanisms that underlie these deficits. One possible mechanism contributing to this impairment includes abnormal attention to relevant social information. Using eyetracking technology, several studies have found that both autism and schizophrenia exhibit aberrant scanning patterns while viewing faces, including a reduction in attention to eye regions relative to controls and increased attention to less-salient features such as the mouth and ears (Klin et al., 2002a; Klin, Jones, Schultz, Volkmar, & Cohen, 2002b; Pelphrey et al., 2002; Phillips & David, 1997; Williams, Loughland, Gordon, & Davidson, 1999). It is unclear, however, whether this abnormality extends to social stimuli more broadly and whether it varies depending on the type and amount of social information being processed. A need also remains to specify whether this potential mechanism of social cognitive deficit differs between the two disorders.

The present study offers a first step toward addressing these questions by comparing the visual scanning patterns of two clinical groups hypothesized to exhibit amygdala dysfunction (i.e., autism and schizophrenia), with those of controls as they participate in a task well-characterized with respect to amygdala functioning. In this task, the subject judges the primary emotion being portrayed in a series of static social scene images depicting complex social scenes with faces either present or digitally erased. Adolphs and Tranel (2003) first used this task with amygdala-damaged patients and found that the accuracy of their judgments for negative emotions did not improve to the same degree as controls when faces were present relative to when they were absent. Given that this task has been effectively employed with amygdala-lesioned patients, and given that both autism and schizophrenia have reported amygdala dysfunction, it was hypothesized that both disorders would exhibit similar impairments in social cognition on these stimuli, most notably in a reduced ability to process information from faces. Relative to controls, it was predicted that the two clinical groups would show a greater impairment on social stimuli when faces were included compared to when they were absent. To test this, we obtained two dependent measures: the accuracy of subjects in judging the emotional content of these stimuli, and their eye movements while doing so. Specific attention was given to fixation on faces of the scenes and latency to fixate social regions of interest. Because social attention is known to be impaired in autism from an early age (Dawson, Meltzoff, Osterling, Rinaldi, & Brown, 1998; Dawson et al., 2004; Swettenham et al., 1998), it was hypothesized that rate and specificity of social orienting might differentiate the two clinical groups.
Stimuli and task

Psychological measures. Subjects sat approximately 56 cm from a display, two were happy and one was surprise. The duration of the social scenes task lasted approximately 15 min and occurred within the context of a larger battery of cognitive assessment and neuropsychological measures. Subjects sat approximately 56 cm from a display, with the visual angle subtending 14.2° × 10.7°. After a standard calibration procedure, each subject was then shown images one at a time, first in a block with the face region digitally removed, followed by a block in which the face region was included. Images were displayed for 3 s each, at which point the subject verbally selected the emotion depicted in the scene.

1. Methods

1.1. Sample

Thirty individuals (10 with autism, 10 with schizophrenia and 10 typically developing controls) participated in this study. The sample size of 10 per group is within the typical range of other eyetracking studies using these populations (Klin et al., 2002a; Pelphrey et al., 2002; Phillips & David, 1997). Demographic variables are summarized in Table 1. The three groups did not differ statistically in chronological age or in full-scale IQ on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1997). Individuals with autism were recruited through referrals from local clinicians and through the North Carolina Autism Subject Registry for participation in a larger study investigating the neuropsychological characteristics of the disorder. DSM-IV diagnoses were confirmed using the Autism Diagnostic Observational Schedule (Lord et al., 1989) and the Autism Diagnostic Interview-Revised (Le Couteur et al., 1989). None were on psychotropic medication at the time of testing. Individuals with schizophrenia were outpatients recruited from the Schizophrenia Treatment and Evaluation Program (STEP) at UNC Hospitals. Diagnoses were confirmed using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (SCID-P) and via chart review. All were on anti-psychotic medication (nine atypical, one typical) at the time of testing, with a mean Chlorpromazine equivalent dosage of 409.3 mg (S.D.: 278.4) (dosage information was not available for one subject). All were experiencing minimal symptoms based on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (PANS; Kay, Opler, & Fiszbein, 1992) at the time of testing (mean positive, 7.5 (S.D.: 2.1); mean negative, 10.2 (S.D.: 4.2)). The group had been ill for a mean of 4.2 years (S.D.: 3.1). Typically developing individuals with no history of mental illness or neurological impairment were recruited from the local community as controls for a broader study of the neuropsychological features of autism. They were matched on age and IQ with the autism subjects. The human subjects committee at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill approved this study, and all participants signed informed consent.

1.2. Stimuli and task

Twelve images from the social scenes task, described elsewhere (Adolphs & Tranel, 2003), were used in this study. This subset was selected because they portrayed only a single emotion and thus eliminated the confound of processing multiple emotions contained within a scene. Modal responses from a normed population (Adolphs & Tranel, 2003) defined the emotions displayed in these images in the following way: four were angry, three were afraid, two were sad, two were happy and one was surprise.

The duration of the social scenes task lasted approximately 15 min and occurred within the context of a larger battery of cognitive assessment and neuropsychological measures. Subjects sat approximately 56 cm from a display, with the visual angle subtending 14.2° × 10.7°. After a standard calibration procedure, each subject was then shown images one at a time, first in a block with the face region digitally removed, followed by a block in which the face region was included. Images were displayed for 3 s each, at which point the seven emotion choices (happy, surprised, afraid, angry, sad, disgusted and neutral) appeared at the bottom of the screen. The image continued to be displayed until the subject verbally selected the emotion depicted in the scene.

1.3. Eyetracking

Eye-movement data were sampled at 60 Hz with a head-mounted ISCAN series RK-464 remote infrared pupil-corneal reflection eye imaging system (ISCAN Inc., Cambridge, MA, USA). In between the display of each image, a crosshair appeared at the center of the screen in order to ensure that all scanpaths began at the same point for each subject. Eye blinks resulted in missing data, but because the groups did not differ on total number of eye blinks (F(2, 29) = 0.08, p = 0.92), these were excluded from subsequent data analyses.

The use of a mobile head-mounted eyetracker and a laptop computer enabled testing to occur in either the home of the subject or in a laboratory on the campus of UNC-Chapel Hill. Measures were taken to ensure that the testing environment (e.g., lighting, etc.) was similar for each subject regardless of the testing location. To compensate for minor head movement and differences in the physical setup, the scene camera recording was later reviewed with a computer software program (PFTrack, version 2.0) for further calibration. The first author and a research assistant then manually inspected the quality of the calibration to ensure the accuracy of all eyetracking output.

1.4. Statistical analyses

The groups were first compared on the accuracy of their emotional judgments during the face absent and face present conditions. Each emotional judgment was scored in accordance to its commonality within previously determined norms for a typically developing population. For example, if 60% of the normed population labeled a scene as “afraid”, 30% labeled it “sad”, and 10% labeled it “surprised”, a participant in this study would receive a score of 1.0 for a response of “afraid”, a 0.5 for a response of “sad”, and a 0.167 for a response of “surprised”. A higher score therefore indicates better performance by reflecting a greater similarity to responses given by a normed population.

Next, fixation patterns to social elements of the scene (i.e., faces and bodies) were analyzed. Because the area occupied by face and body regions of interests (ROI) is different and varies across image sets, we created a ‘normalized region of interest’ (ROI) value for each image. The area inside the ROI is given an ROI value of ‘1’, while the area outside the ROI is given a ‘0’. Across all pixels, the ROI value is then z-transformed to have the 0 mean and the unit standard deviation. In this way, the larger area the ROI occupies, the smaller is the ROI value assigned for each pixel.

We also analyzed the location of the first saccade and the latency of the first fixation onto the face ROI. The differential latency across groups and conditions (i.e., face present/absent) was analyzed by looking at the temporal evolution of normalized ROI values. This process provided information about social orienting by determining when subjects in each group started to look at faces in the scenes, and the degree to which orienting was greater when the faces were present compared to when they were absent. For this analysis, we discarded all the trials where subjects’ fixation began on a face ROI; for the autism, schizophrenia and control groups, the proportion of the trials excluded was 8.8%, 4.7%, and 10.9%, respectively.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Autism (n = 10, mean (S.D.))</th>
<th>Schizophrenia (n = 10, mean (S.D.))</th>
<th>Control (n = 10, mean (S.D.))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>23.0 (5.27)</td>
<td>28.1 (5.07)</td>
<td>22.4 (6.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ</td>
<td>107.8 (17.15)</td>
<td>98.5 (12.99)</td>
<td>108.1 (21.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
respectively. We estimated the point in time the normalized ROI values diverged, using a running paired t-test. We determined the first of the three consecutive points with \( p < .05 \), then lowpass filtered \( p \)-values, and finally interpolated the latency as the crossing time where \( p \)-values first became \( p < .05 \).

Correlations between time spent on social regions and accuracy of emotion judgments were also analyzed.

2. Results

2.1. Group comparisons in the accuracy of emotional judgments

Behavioral responses were analyzed using a repeated measures ANOVA with face condition (absent versus present) as the within-subjects factor and group (autism versus schizophrenia versus controls) as the between-subjects factor. The three groups did not differ significantly on the overall accuracy of their emotional judgments \( (F(2, 27) = 1.41, ns) \). All groups performed more accurately in the judgments when the face was present relative to when it was absent \( (F(1, 27) = 14.83, p < .01) \), and a non-significant interaction between face condition and group \( (F(2, 27) = 0.04, ns) \) suggests that the degree of improvement in emotion accuracy between the face-absent and face-present conditions did not differ between the three groups. Additionally, group behavioral responses did not significantly differ on each of the five depicted emotions (happy, surprise, angry, afraid and sad) in either the face condition. Behavioral data can be found in Table 2.

2.2. Group comparisons in visual scanpaths

Group differences in normalized face ROI values were assessed using a repeated measures ANOVA with face condition (absent versus present) as the within-subjects factors and group (autism versus schizophrenia versus controls) as the between-subjects condition. A significant main effect emerged for face condition \( (F(1, 27) = 177.22, p < .01) \), demonstrating increased fixation duration on faces in the face-present condition than the autism \((−0.96 \text{ s}, p = .01) \), and a trend level effect in the same direction compared to the schizophrenia \((−0.66 \text{ s}, p = .09) \). No differences, however, emerged between the schizophrenia and autism groups \((−0.29 \text{ s}, p = .60) \). Analysis on the total time spent visually inspecting the face regions of the social scenes revealed a similar pattern of results.

Despite comparable proportion of gaze time between faces and bodies for each group (see Table 3), faces constituted dramatically greater normalized ROI values relative to bodies for all groups \( (F(1, 27) = 502.56, p < .01 \text{, see Fig. 1}) \). An ANOVA on normalized ROI values for bodies revealed a main effect for condition \( (F(1, 27) = 37.69, p < .01) \), indicating that across all groups, fixation duration on bodies was significantly greater when faces were absent. The group \( \times \text{condition interaction was not significant} \ (F(2, 27) = 0.732, p = .49) \), suggesting that fixation duration on bodies decreased to the same degree for each group in the face present condition relative to the face absent condition.

The groups did not differ on either total number of fixations \( (F(2, 27) = 0.86, ns) \) or total number of saccades \( (F(2, 27) = 1.55, ns) \).

2.3. Spatio-temporal characteristics of initial fixation patterns

Next, we concentrated on the analysis of the fixation pattern during the initial inspection period (<1 s) because we hypothesized that the attentional orienting system would be crucially involved in the early phase of scene examination. The mean latency of the first fixation on face ROI was tabulated in Table 3 and hint at interesting group \( \times \text{condition differences. When faces were absent relative to when they were present, the latency to face ROI increased dramatically in controls, less so in

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotion</th>
<th>Autism, mean (S.D.)</th>
<th>Schizophrenia, mean (S.D.)</th>
<th>Controls, mean (S.D.)</th>
<th>( F )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face-absent condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>.70 (.26)</td>
<td>.85 (.24)</td>
<td>.75 (.26)</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>.67 (.30)</td>
<td>.73 (.24)</td>
<td>.77 (.30)</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>.60 (.16)</td>
<td>.68 (.21)</td>
<td>.67 (.22)</td>
<td>.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afraid</td>
<td>.51 (.24)</td>
<td>.58 (.20)</td>
<td>.41 (.23)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>.38 (.31)</td>
<td>.33 (.18)</td>
<td>.44 (.25)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.59 (.10)</td>
<td>.66 (.13)</td>
<td>.62 (.15)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-present condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy</td>
<td>1.0 (.00)</td>
<td>1.0 (.00)</td>
<td>1.0 (.00)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sad</td>
<td>.63 (.31)</td>
<td>.65 (.33)</td>
<td>.86 (.23)</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry</td>
<td>.58 (.25)</td>
<td>.72 (.15)</td>
<td>.55 (.22)</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afraid</td>
<td>.73 (.17)</td>
<td>.75 (.33)</td>
<td>.67 (.26)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surprise</td>
<td>.46 (.31)</td>
<td>.76 (.31)</td>
<td>.48 (.28)</td>
<td>3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>.69 (.10)</td>
<td>.76 (.14)</td>
<td>.70 (.10)</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: \( N = 30 \). None of these \( F \) values reached significance at \( p < .05 \).*
scanpath analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Autism, mean (S.D.)</th>
<th>Schizophrenia, mean (S.D.)</th>
<th>Controls, mean (S.D.)</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Face-absent condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fixations per image</td>
<td>6.84 (1.31)</td>
<td>7.19 (2.16)</td>
<td>6.80 (1.26)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean saccades per image</td>
<td>6.91 (2.11)</td>
<td>7.37 (2.66)</td>
<td>6.67 (1.57)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of gaze time on face</td>
<td>27.43 (6.58)</td>
<td>28.14 (6.77)</td>
<td>28.71 (4.96)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of gaze time on body</td>
<td>31.37 (6.37)</td>
<td>35.53 (8.29)</td>
<td>35.15 (4.37)</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of 1st fixation on face</td>
<td>35.01 (17.90)</td>
<td>27.47 (24.26)</td>
<td>37.50 (15.84)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean latency to face (ms)</td>
<td>513 (249)</td>
<td>734 (233)</td>
<td>653 (213)</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Face-present condition</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean fixations per image</td>
<td>6.24 (1.51)</td>
<td>6.67 (2.00)</td>
<td>5.31 (1.09)</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean saccades per image</td>
<td>6.44 (2.08)</td>
<td>7.49 (3.34)</td>
<td>4.85 (1.29)</td>
<td>3.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of gaze time on face</td>
<td>40.35 (7.85)</td>
<td>44.82 (7.86)</td>
<td>52.26 (7.14)</td>
<td>6.23*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of gaze time on body</td>
<td>24.68 (7.81)</td>
<td>27.83 (8.58)</td>
<td>24.17 (4.48)</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of 1st fixation on face</td>
<td>42.51 (23.70)</td>
<td>24.22 (20.89)</td>
<td>60.84 (10.43)</td>
<td>9.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean latency to face (ms)</td>
<td>500 (274)</td>
<td>631 (193)</td>
<td>479 (187)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N = 30. Values marked with an asterisk (*) are significant at p < .01.

schizophrenia, and minimally if at all in autism. Group differences in the percentage and the latency of first fixation on face regions led us to analyze the temporal evolution of normalized ROI values in order to more thoroughly investigate the timing of social orienting for each group in each condition. As can be seen in Fig. 2 (top), while both the control and schizophrenia groups orient to the face region quicker when the face is present (green and blue solid lines) than when the face is absent (broken lines), the autism group orient to the face region at the same speed whether the face is present or not (red lines).

We estimated the point in time the normalized ROI values diverged, using a running paired t-test (see Section 1). The latency for the differential normalized ROI values was 0.20, 0.68, and 1.03 s for the control, schizophrenia, and autism groups (Fig. 2, bottom). We also estimated when the difference in differential normalized ROI values across the groups emerged, using a running-one-way ANOVA (a similar running statistical test as above was performed). The differential normalized ROI values diverged at 0.22 s across the groups (Fig. 2, bottom), because the control subjects started discriminating face conditions at 0.20 s, while the other two groups did not.

To check the robustness of our finding, we analyzed the latency without removing any trials. This resulted in values of 0.17, 0.45, and 0.80 s for the control, schizophrenia, and autism groups, indicating no qualitative difference and the same rank order. To exclude a possibility that the difference across the groups emerged due to the accuracy of the fixation, we blurred the face ROI using a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of 1° visual angle. The normalized ROI values were re-created for each image and the differential latency was estimated. Again,

Fig. 1. Normalized face (left column) and body (right column) ROI values for each group (sum over 3 s). White bars indicate the face absent condition and black bars indicate the face present condition. The bottom row shows the difference in normalized values between the face present and face absent conditions.
there was no qualitative difference and the rank order remained the same (0.17, 0.69, and 1.03 s for the control, schizophrenia, and autism groups).

While the autism and control groups orient to the face ROI at the same speed (mean latency ~0.50 s), the schizophrenia group does so at a much slower rate (median latency of the first fixation was >0.63 s). Despite this delay in overall orienting latency, the schizophrenia group begins to discriminate the presence or the absence of the face much earlier (0.68 s) than the autism group (1.03 s). In other words, only the autism group is failing to modulate orienting based on the presence of the face. While both the control and schizophrenia groups orient to the face ROI quicker when the face is present; the autism group does not. All three groups eventually demonstrate a fixation duration advantage for faces in the face present condition relative to the face absent condition, but only the control group does so at a much slower rate (median latency of the first fixation: the control group increased the percentage of first fixation: the control group increased the percentage of time their first fixation was on a face region of a scene when the faces were included to a greater degree than the other two groups. The clinical groups, however, did not differ from each other. This similarity in abnormal scanning behavior suggests that individuals with autism and schizophrenia may not utilize facial information to the same extent as controls when assessing the emotional content of a complex social scene.

An important distinction between the autism and schizophrenia groups emerged when temporal evolution analyses were conducted to examine latencies to fixate faces in the images. While the control and schizophrenia groups oriented to face regions more rapidly when faces were present relative to when they were absent, the autism group oriented to face regions at the same speed regardless of face condition. This suggests that social orienting may not be modulated by the presence of meaningful emotional information in autism, even in the context of an emotion recognition paradigm. Alternatively, it is possible that the autism group may have oriented to face regions at the same rate regardless of the presence of emotional information, indicating an abnormal pattern of orienting to faces but not necessarily emotional information. A control condition in which the face-present condition displayed neutral expressions would be required in order to test this hypothesis. In either case, however, the fact that the autism group failed to demonstrate the typical pattern of orienting to face regions faster when faces are included suggests attentional mechanisms driven more by the general presence of a face region rather than the quality of information it contains.

This finding is consistent with impairments found in autism from a very early age in social attention and orientation (Dawson et al., 1998, 2004; Swettenham et al., 1998), and suggests that abnormalities in social orienting may be a primary deficit in autism that persists throughout the lifespan. In this study, the impairment was also specific to the autism group: even though the schizophrenia group demonstrated a shared impairment in fixating face regions in the social scenes, they did not exhibit the same failure to modulate orienting speed based on the presence of the face. In contrast, the schizophrenia group was slower to orient to face regions in both conditions relative to the other two groups. This result, however, should be interpreted with caution, as it is impossible for the present study to determine whether the use of anti-psychotic medication contributed to this effect.

3. Discussion

Analysis of visual attention patterns to social scene images revealed provocative differences between the autism, schizophrenia and control groups. While all groups spent a similar proportion of their gaze time on the face region when the face was absent, controls increased their gaze time to faces in the face-present condition to a greater degree than the autism and the schizophrenia groups. This effect extended to the location of first fixation: the control group increased the percentage of time their first fixation was on a face region of a scene when the faces were included to a greater degree than the other two groups. The clinical groups, however, did not differ from each other. This similarity in abnormal scanning behavior suggests that individuals with autism and schizophrenia may not utilize facial information to the same extent as controls when assessing the emotional content of a complex social scene.

Fig. 2. Instantaneous normalized face ROI values (dimensionless) plotted by time for each group (autism, red; normal, green; schizophrenia, blue) in the face-absent (broken lines) and the face-present (solid lines) conditions. The bottom chart shows the difference between the with-face and without-face conditions. The blur above and below the solid line indicate one standard error. Images in which fixation began on a face region were excluded.
Despite the orienting delay, the schizophrenia group mirrored the control group by modulating their latency to fixate faces in the scenes based on the presence of facial information much sooner than did the autism group. This distinction demonstrates the profitability of employing temporal evolution analyses for examining visual scanning behavior in autism and schizophrenia: while gaze time on faces did not differentiate the two clinical groups, inspection of their latency to orient to faces did. Although a number of studies independently examining social cognitive impairments in each disorder hint at significant overlap at both the behavioral and neural levels, the social orienting differences found between the groups here suggest that the underlying mechanisms subserving social cognitive dysfunction in the two disorders may differ. Examination of these mechanisms may help to identify meaningful ways in which disorder-specific developmental pathways can lead to overlapping impairments in social processing.

The autism and schizophrenia groups exhibited intact behavioral performance in the recognition of emotions portrayed in the scenes despite their marked abnormalities in visual scanning, suggesting that eye tracking may be a more sensitive measure for revealing abnormalities in social cognitive functioning than behavioral performance, at least on the task used here. The failure to find group differences in emotion recognition, albeit with a limited sample size, may suggest that the visual scanning abnormalities found in this study are less related to affect recognition than to other aspects of cognitive functioning. However, because impairments in orienting and attending to face regions within a broader social context reflect abnormal perceptual strategies for processing social information, the abnormalities in visual scanning found in the autism and schizophrenia groups may indicate a deficit in a fundamental underlying component of normative social cognitive functioning. Although irregularities in the perception of socioemotional environments should presumably hinder the detection of important social cues necessary for more sophisticated social cognitive abilities, the social scenes task used in this study was less successful than previous studies in eliciting behavioral impairments in emotion recognition. There are a number of reasons why this may have occurred. First, the duration of stimulus presentation may have been too long to elicit group differences. Second, the emotional displays used here were only of simple emotions, often exaggeratedly portrayed for dramatic effect, and their depiction may not have been subtle enough to elicit group differences. Finally, the relatively small sample size of 10 subjects per group raises the possibility of the occurrence of type 2 error. Although the sample size was large enough to reveal marked differences between the groups in patterns of visual scanning, a larger sample may have been needed to determine whether the social scenes task is capable of eliciting affect recognition impairment in autism and schizophrenia. To test this hypothesis, we conducted power analysis using a bootstrap method. Our simulation indicated that meaningful group difference would not have occurred even if we included ~30 subjects in each group. The failure to find emotion recognition deficits in the two clinical groups using this task should therefore not be interpreted as conclusive, but rather should highlight the need for future work to assess the efficiency of the social scenes task for measuring affect recognition dysfunction in autism and schizophrenia.

This limitation notwithstanding, the behavioral performance by the two clinical groups in this study contrasts importantly from results previously reported for amygdala-damaged patients on the same task, whose emotional accuracy only improved minimally, if at all, when the face region was present (Adolphs & Tranel, 2003). The discrepancy in performance between the two studies emphasizes the distinction between the absence of a neural structure and impaired functioning of that region, and highlights the fact that, unlike lesioned patients who often have a clear onset of impairment, autism and schizophrenia are neurodevelopmental disorders in which transactional processes interact over time to result in neural abnormalities. An examination of developmental aspects of amygdala dysfunction with a more sensitive behavioral assay, such as eye tracking, may therefore be critical for disentangling the differential effects of lesion versus developmental impairment.

A need also exists for continued comparisons between autism and schizophrenia in order to elucidate why two heterogeneous disorders with differing etiologies and developmental pathways often, in adulthood, exhibit similar social cognitive profiles. Contrasting performance across clinical groups with overlapping features can provide greater insight into areas of similarity while simultaneously illuminating meaningful differences in phenomenology and neural circuitry between the disorders. The common practice of simply comparing clinical groups with normal populations may therefore limit the amount of information to be gained in a study by failing to highlight clinical characteristics specific to the disorder being investigated. By revealing a shared impairment in facial fixation but an important distinction in social orienting, the current study exemplifies the benefits of this approach by demonstrating how a direct comparison of autism and schizophrenia can expose both commonalities and dissociations that refine our understanding of the social cognitive deficits that characterize each disorder.

While the intact behavioral performance exhibited by the two clinical groups suggests that neither autism nor schizophrenia demonstrate the same pattern of impairment as amygdala-damaged patients, it is interesting to note that the abnormalities found for both groups in social fixation and orienting are similar to those reported for a patient with bilateral amygdala lesions (Adolphs et al., 2005). This patient’s severe impairment in the recognition of fear in faces disappeared when specifically instructed to look only at the eye region, although the improvement was not maintained once she returned to nondirected, voluntary face viewing. This finding hints at the role of the amygdala in directing attention to emotionally relevant information and provides a potentially provocative explanation for both the failure of the clinical groups to exhibit normal levels of facial attention, and the finding that the social orienting latency of the autism group did not differ as a function of the presence of the face. The results reported here are consistent with research indicating abnormal visual attention to social stimuli in autism (Klin et al., 2002a,b; Pelphrey et al., 2002) and schizophrenia (Phillips & David, 1997; Williams et al., 1999), and highlight the need for further studies, particularly those using neu-
roimaging techniques, to assess the degree to which amygdala dysfunction may underlie deficits in social orienting in both disorders.
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